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Motivation Letter My name is Julia Perova, I am a thirdyear student of the Foreign Languages faculty at Bashkir State Pedagogical University in order to get a bachelor’s degree in Linguistics. The 3 core topics of my studies are English Studies Linguistics and Pedagogics. My aim is to become a teacher of English or an interpreter. This S eptember I took up the French language as my second language, according to what I have a possibility to become a teacher of French. This is why I am extremely interested in spending one semester of my studies in France at the University Jean Moulin in Lyon. Referring to the information about courses offered by your university, I have to say that the S EL F program would give me an excellent opportunity to widen my field of study, to get higher proficiency in the French language without forgetting about the topic of my studies in Russia by attending courses in the English department “LEA”. Furthermore, it is the way to get more in touch with French culture, which I have already been discovering since the year 2005 by traveling, hiking in the mountains and sharing daily life with friends of French citizenship. My goal is to have a perfect command of French, that is why I am very enthusiastic about studying in France. The S EL F program’s courses being led in English will help me a lot, at least for the beginning, and are of great importance for me as a teacher of English with personal experience in teaching at a state high school and at a private high school for talented children in my city since it is a fine language practice. Further still I would like to add that I am inspired by a possibility to take up a course in Literature: Shakespeare and the supernatural, which is close to the subject of a project I’m writing under the supervision of my academic tutor. After all, I would like to say that I am very interested in Intercultural Communication. In summer 2005 I participated in an international voluntary camp for young people in Eisenach, Germany, where the aim of the work was to build a skate park for children. In summer 2006 I was leading an international camp in Marburg, Germany, where the worked implied looking after a country park. I do think it is very important to get to understanding different cultures and learning tolerance through volunteer work held together. C'est pour tout cela que je vous présente ma demande pour un visa S chengen de Janvier à Juin 2008 ! Julia Igorevna Perova
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